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Cornrnunical~onand culture
he tabloidisation of television is usually regarded
as a disease of the developed world. Rather like
fast food It is seen as symptomatic of excess.
Faced with the sophisticated and complex flavours of
healthy food all to often we choose the instant thrills of
a sugary or salty snack. However, tabloidisation is also
compromising the great strides towards pluralism and
media independence made in India, according to our
Intermedia interviewee, Rajdeep Sardesal, Managing
Editor of New Delhi Television. He argues for tougher
content regulation in the country's satellite industry.
Self regulationor CO-regulationis often promoted as
a way of avoiding the dangers of imposing restrictions
on freedom of speech on television or via the internet.
Chris Marsden has been involved in atwo year study

T

of industry self-policing across Europe. Definlions and
effectiveness vary widely, as he explains in his article.
Another aspect of the link between communications
and culture is discussed by Gary Gumperi and Susan
Drucker. The complex relationship between communities, communicationstechnology, private spaces and
public spaces poses new questions. For example,
does ICT'S ability to eliminate the distance barrier makt
local public spaces unnecessary or more essential tha~
ever? Gary Gumpelt and Susan Drucker explore the=
issues and explain the thinking behind the not-for-pmfi
bodv thev have set UD.
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POLICY NEWS

Public bodies asked
to give up spectrum
An independent audit is
being held in the UK to
encourage public bodies to
make more efficient use of
spectrum. Spectrum sharing
mechanisms are expected to
be a key focus of audit being
undertaken by Warwick University's Professor Martin
Cave on behalf of the UK
treasury.
'There is a vast amount of
work going on around the
world in this area, which of
course needs to be empirically
verified before it comes into
operation but it is something
we are very excited about,'
says Professor Cave.. Over the
coming months, the team will
be working closely with technical experts from Ofcom.
However, the benefits from
the audit - due to be completed
by November this year - are
only expected in the medium to
long term. There are unlikely to
be acute shortages of spectrum

in the immediate future given
Ofcom's intention - stated
in the Spectrum Framework
Review - to release additional
frequency bands. Professor
Cave is nevertheless keen to
ensure that the conditions are
right for industry five to ten
years down the track.
It is early days yet but the
audit team is open to hearing
as many ideas as possible from
both the supply and demand
side of the spectrum chain.
Industry has expressed interest in the spectrum used by
the military and the Ministry
of Defence (MOD)is among the
public sector players that Cave
and his team will be speaking
to. Others include the Civil
Aviation Authority and the
emergency services.
'Essentially we'll be looking
at potential mechanisms that
would encourage public sector
holders of spectrum to give up
some of their spectrum, and

the associated charges so that
other bodies can use it,' says
Professor Cave, who is optimistic that bodies like the MOD
will cooperate. In the UK there
is a system of administrative
incentive pricing which, while
currently under review, has led
to cooperation in the past.
Financial arrangements will
be another part of the debate.
On the one hand spectrum
freed u p as a result of this
process could revert to the
spectrum manager, namely
Ofcom, which could then
decide the appropriate assignment through a n auction or a
lease. Alternatively it could be
a direct arrangement between
parties where discounts could
be agreed.
Once these initial discussions
are documented, there will be
a consultation in the summer
followed by a shift into higher
gear to complete the report by
November.

VolP growth continues
Western EuropeanIPTelsphons UnilShipments
Per ~uartsr2004
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source: IDC,
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New research shows increasing
sales of IP telephony equipment
in Europe in the last quarter of
2004, with the author arguing
that this has become a 'mainstream' market.
IDC's Western European IP
Telephone Tracker says revenue increased by over 13%
compared to the third quarter,
reaching total sales of $77.1
million.
Cisco was the vendor with
the best sales: its unit market
share increased 1.5% in 4Q04.

Avaya was in second place. In
terms of deployments, healthcare and local government were
the vertical markets with the
most activity. SMB companies
were also starting to discover
the benefits of IP telephony..
"We can see now that IP
telephony is mainstream, and
this is clearly showing in the
number of companies that are
converging their voice and
data networks," said Rogier
Mol, IDC's senior IP telephony
equipment analyst.
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POLICYNEWS

Warning over
web auction sites
There is insufficient awareness of the dangers of using
auction sites according to a
prominent UK consumer
and legal advice charity.
Citizen's Advice says people who sell on these sites
are not traders, so consumers have less protection for
faulty goods, goods that
don't anive or weren't accurately advertised.
Even people using an intermediary escrow service, which
holds the payment until the
buyer has received the goods,
may not be as well protected as
they think. Many people find
they have fallen foul of terms
and conditions that protect the
escrow service rather than the
consumer. For example, if the
credit card the buyer uses is
stolen it may not be checked by
the escrow service before the
OK is given to send the goods.
Escrow services terms and
conditions may allow them

to claim the money back from
the seller in card fraud cases,
meaning the seller loses out on
both the money and goods.
Citizen's Advice say in one
case a man sold his mobile
phone through an Internet
auction site using the recommended escrow service. After
sending the mobile phone to
the buyer and collecting payment the client learned that
the buyer had used a stolen
credit card number. The escrow
company then used bailiffs
to recover the sales proceeds
from the client. The client is
now without a mobile phone
and has had to both refund the
money to the escrow service
and pay bailiffs' costs.
The only protection for auction site users is to check feedback on sellers before buying
and familiarize themselves
with the terms and conditions
of the escrow service, says Citizen's Advice

New FCC Chair
President Bush has chosen
Kevin J Martin to replace
Michael Powell as the Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Martin is a lawyer and has
been a Republican - nominated Commissioner since
2001. Before joining the FCC he
worked as a Special Assistant
to the President for Economic
Policy. He served on the BushCheney Transition Team and
was Deputy General Counsel
for the Bush campaign.

The BBC has announced
budget cuts of £221M in
pmgrmming and dated
arsas. 2.050 jobs will be
lost, effectively redudng the
workfotce in content and
output by 13%. The mings are to bs achieved by
2008 and the BBC says the
money will be reinvested
back into programme-making. The cuts come on top
of £13QMsavings already
announced in the corporation's Pmfessional Service
BBC Dimtor General
Mark Thmpson said "We
need to free up money to
start investing in our dlgital
future, to end our current
Charter on budget in 2006
and to show we are serious about prwiding value
for money." Mr Thompson
admitted this was "the
toughest period any of us
can remember."
The National Union of
Journalists has balloted its
members on strike action
over the job cuts, which
include 420 in News and
735 in regional broadcasting. "Quality and standards
will inevitably suffer," says
NUJ General Secretary Jeremy Dear "Journalists will
have less time to research
stories while programme
maken will be busy filling
out forms instead of making
great programmes."
Costs savings by 2008
including
now total £3551~1
a loss of 3,780 jobs. This
is a 19% reduction in the
workforce thmugh redun-
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